
National Jiu Jitsu association (Panama) 

The informative meeting will be held on August 26, 2016 at 8.00pm 

The continental referee course plus exam will be held the day days of August 25 and 26. Fighting, Duo, 

and Newaza graduation will be held at the end of the tournament. 

The National Federation must write on the official delegation list: 

-authorities 

-officials delegated for the competition 

-Coaches 

-responsible for the delegation 

-referees 

Federations must Register online at- Colonsamuraiclub@hotmail.com register must be prior August 15, 

2016 

Place- Gymnasium Beto Remon. 

Fee- 80 USD per competitor 

Documentation- Every competitor should identify him/her self with documentation he/she presented 

on the initial enrollment form- passport, DNI, national cedula, medical insurance card. NOTE- If the 

competitor is a minor under 18- a consent letter from their parent needs to be presented to the 

enrollment form. 
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August Wednesday 24 and Thursday 25 

Welcoming of the delegations 

Projected trainings 

1300-1400- open mat for Brazil, Honduras, Uruguay 

1400-1600 open mat for Panama-Colombia-USA 

1600-1700 Open mat for Cuba-Costa Rica 

1700-1800 Open mat for Argentina-Mexico 

August 25th 

0800-100- open mat for Panama-Colombia-USA 

1000-1100- Open mat for Cuba-Costa Rica, Uruguay 

1100-1200- Open mat for Brasil, argentina, Mexico 

Continental referee course 

1300- Inscription 

1400 to 1730 course 

August 26, 2016 

1300 to 1700 Technical professor congress 

1800 to 1900 weight in (Location –Hotel) 

1800 to 2100 continental course referee with exam 

2000 to 2100 informative meeting and lottery/draw 

August 27, 2016 

9:00AM newaza, kyu under 18 and DUO  

12:00PM Finals - kyu under 18 and DUO 

2:00 PM Newaza - Advanced 

5:30PM Finals – Advanced  



5:00PM 6:00PM weigh in  

8:00PM UPJJ congress 

August 28, 2016 

9:00AM Fighting, kyu under 18 and DUO  

12:00PM Finals - kyu under 18 and DUO 

2:00PM Fighting - Advanced 

5:00PM Finals - Advanced 

8:00PM – Dinner for All with Casual Dress - $15 USD 

 

Coaches 

During the each match there is going to be only one coach allowed at the side of the mat (chair-seat 

side).  The coach should behave professionally in this mega event. The referee and the head referee 

could give warnings to the coaches up to expelling the coach from the tournament. 

Code of conduct 

Athletes, coaches, and other members of the delegation should respect the UPJJ code of conduct 

Dressing code 

Athletes must wear shirt, sweater, or any other training clothes that cover the shoulders. Referee dress 

is white shirt, blazer, blue tie and grey trousers. 

Code of conduct responsible 

Each delegation is going to be held accountable for their delegation code of conduct, as well as possible 

illness that can occur at the match. 

Ages 

Adult-born after 1998 and before 

Under 18-between 1999, 2000 and 2001  

Duration of the match 

Adult- 3 minute fighting combat 

          -6 minute newaza combat 



          And Duo system No Time 

Under 18 

3 minutes Fighting 

4 minutes newaza 

Categories 

Adults Same as JJIF weight division (see chart) 

 

Teams 

Dan- brown belt and black belts- no limits on who many competitors per division  

Kyu and under 18- no limits on who many competitors per division 

Hotels 

Mandatory hotels per the Panama organization 

1- Gran hotel soloy 

Single room USD-80 

Double room USD-70 

Triple room USD-60 

2- Roma Plaza 

Single room USD-90 

Double room USD-75 

Triple room USD-66 

All hotels and all the different rooms include breakfast (Buffet Style)  

It is obligatory that delegations stay in the hotels above mention otherwise a fee will be charge to each 

person not staying at the mandatory hotel. Fee will be 3 nights at the price of the most economic room 

mentioned above 

(It is a minimum of 3 consecutive days in order to not get charge with a fee)  

Ranking 

The participation in the Pan American championship adults-2016 (Dan category) will collect points for 

the official JJIF ranking 

Awards 



1st, 2nd, 3rd will get medals (Dan-kyu) 

It will be awarded a Pan American trophy to those teams that get 1st, 2nd and 3er position (we are going 

to take into consideration Dan for this award only) 

Medical assistance 

The Panamanian federation will provide with medical services as well as emergencies during the 

tournament to registered competitors. In case that a medical procedure such as surgery, hospitalization, 

medicine, etc. it must be cover by the national team federation. That being said the national federations 

and competitors should exempt the Panamanian association and also the Pan-American association of 

any mishap that can occur during the competition- 

Note- International medical insurance is recommended for competitors 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


